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Abstract: In recent years, facial expression recognition (FER) has becoming a growing topic in

computer vision with promising applications on virtual reality and human-robot interaction. Due

to the influence of illumination, individual differences, attitude variation and etc., facial

expression recognition with robust accuracy in complex environment is still an unsolved problem.

Meanwhile, with the widely use of social communication, massive data is uploaded to the Internet,

the effective utilization of those data is still a challenge due to noisy label phenomenon in the

study of FER. To resolve the above-mentioned problems, Firstly, a double active layer (DAL)

based CNN is established to recognize the facial expression with high accuracy by learning robust

and discriminative features from the data, which could enhance the robustness of network.

Secondly, an active incremental learning method was utilized to tackle the problem of using

Internet data. During the training phase, a two-stage transfer learning method is explored to

transfer the relative information from face recognition to FER task to alleviate the inadequate

training data in deep convolution network. Besides, in order to make better use of facial

expression data from website and further improve the FER accuracy, UFEDW (Unconstrained

Facial Expression Database from Website) database is built in this paper. Extensive experiments

performed on two public facial expression recognition database FER 2013 and SFEW 2.0 have

demonstrated that the proposed scheme outperforms the state-of-the-art methods, which could

achieve 67.08% and 51.90% respectively.

Keywords: Deep Convolutional Neural Network, Facial Expression Recognition, Two-Stage

Transfer Learning, Weakly Supervised Active Incremental Learning
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Facial expression is a nonverbal manner, which could convey the emotion and message. In

recent years, automatic facial expression recognition has becoming a hot topic in computer vision,

which could be incorporated into a wide variety of applications, such as lie detection, surveillance,

human-robot interaction, et al. Facial expression caused by facial muscle movements are subtle

and abundant, the differences of the same category of expression is unbalanced, which makes

facial expression recognition more difficult. Hence, how to capture and represent the robust

features are the point of this paper.

Nowadays, Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNN) [1] are playing more and more

important role in artificial intelligence applications, such as fingerprint image recognition [2],

speech recognition [3], medical image processing [4], action recognition[5], et, al. Contrary to

traditional machine learning method which detect the facial key point and extract features

manually, DCNN could discover the discriminative deep feature of raw images directly. In this

paper, based on the characteristic of facial expression recognition, we construct a DAL-Net.

DAL-Net contains a double active layer (DAL) and Softmax-MSE loss function. A double active

layer includes Maxout and ReLU activation units, which could reduce the redundancy of deep

features and improve network’s expressiveness effectively. A new type loss function,

Softmax-MSE, is adopted in DAL-Net, which fused the Softmax loss and MSE loss. These two

losses complement each other and could optimize network training best.

As we all know, the adequate training of deep convolutional neural network requires

abundant data, and the development of computing boosted the speed [6]. However, in real world,

facial expression samples with label are scarce, and it takes high cost to obtain labeled samples by

annotators. To solve this problem, many researchers have turned to utilizing transfer learning for

further study [7-9]. Due to the exploration of the similarity of target domain and source domain, the

transfer information of source domain could alleviate the data dependence of target domain. In this

paper, we utilized a two-stage transfer learning method to take better usage of face recognition

data information. Through dividing transfer learning into two stages, which freeze some layers in

first stage and unfreeze these layers in second stage. Experimental results have demonstrated the

effectiveness of two-stage transfer learning.

With the rapid development of technology, social software and smart devices, images in

website with facial expression is huge，effective utilizing the facial expression images of website
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could further improve the network’s performance. In this paper, we construct W-FED database.

Specifically, we utilized the four most used Internet search engines, which are Google, Baidu,

Bing and Yahoo, to find facial expression images using expression related phrases as searching

tags, to construct the W-FED database. However, due to the noisy label problem [10] with website

images, W-FED database was restricted and can not be used directly for the training of network. In

this paper, instead of abandoning the mislabeled samples, we adopted active incremental learning

method to solve the noise label problem. After each round active selection, the most valuable

samples in W-FED database were singled out. Then, those samples are viewed unlabeled and

manually annotated. After the annotation, all samples were added into the network’s training for

incremental learning. The active incremental learning will stop until the DAL-Net convergence.

As far as we know, this paper is the first to introduce active incremental learning into facial

expression recognition.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows.

(1) A DAL-Net, which could reduce the redundancy of feature extraction and obtained the

robust and discriminative feature extraction, is proposed to the facial expression recognition.

(2) A two-stage transfer learning method was utilized to transfer the relative information of

face recognition to FER task, to alleviate the dependence of deep convolutional network on data

volume.

(3) Construct a website facial expression database, W-FED database, to make full use of the

facial expression images of website and further improve the recognition accuracy of FER.

(4) Combined the active selection and incremental learning, a noise label problem of W-FED

database was solved.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related works. Section 3

describes the overall scheme. Section 4 analyzes experiments and compares the performance of

the proposed method with other existing methods. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.

2 Related work

Facial expression recognition has always been an important research field in pattern

recognition. Like many traditional pattern recognition tasks, FER research mainly focuses on

feature extraction and classification. In feature extraction, there exists four methods. The first

method is to extract geometric features from facial image, like the Active Shape Model (ASM)[11].
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This method is conducted by locating facial parts like eyes, mouth, eyebrows and nose in facial

images, getting their contour and facial structural map to obtain the geometric features. The

second one is texture feature extraction, which focus on the color and pixel intensity distribution

of facial expression images or the local area of images, such as the Local Binary Pattern (LBP)[12],

the Local Phase Quantization (LPQ)[13] and the Histogram of Oriented Gridients (HOG)[14]. The

third one is statistical feature extraction, which utilizes statistical method to calculate the

information entropy and gray histogram of facial expression images, such as the Principal

Component Analysis (PCA)[15], the Independent Component Analysis (ICA)[16], etc.. The last

method is the transform domain feature-based extraction method, which the images were

transformed from the geometric space into frequency space to describe the images, such as the

Gabor Filters method [17].

For classification, there are four methods. The first one is the K-Nearest Neighbor

(KNN)[18-19]. By calculating the similarity between the test image and the sample set images, the K

most similar samples could be selected. Then, the largest category of K samples is considered to

be the label of the test image. The second method is the Artificial Neural Networks (ANN)[20],

which achieve image classification through a neural network. The third method is the Hidden

Markov Model (HMM)[21], by constructing an category distribution to calculate the probability of

which category the test image belongs to. The last method is the Support Vector Machine (SVM)

[22-23], mapping facial expression features into high dimensional space and training a hyper-plane.

The specific hyper-plane was used to classify the new image.

Compared with traditional feature expression recognition methods, deep learning method

constructs a multi-layer nonlinear neural network that learns deep expression description from

facial expression database. Liu et al. [24] proposed an LBP/VAR feature for facial expression

recognition. LBP/VAR is robust for rotation and illumination, which was sent to a deep belief

network (DBN) to extract deep facial expression features, could achieve satisfied recognition

result. Liu et al. [25] constructed a deep convolutional neural network for facial expression

recognition, which had receptive field construction and group-wise block, and combined the local

appearance feature to optimize the recognition result.

Recently, the rapid development of deep learning has brought a new sight to the FER task.

Lecun et al. [26] proposed DCNN, which is the first successful learning algorithm for multi-layer
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networks. Though local spatial mapping and sharing weights, DCNN could reduce the parameter

calculation of back propagation and speed up the network’s performance. Then, many researchers

adapted the DCNN framework in their FER research and achieved satisfied performances. Burkert

et al. [27] instead extracted the traditional manual feature, they adopted a novel DCNN framework

to automatically achieve the facial expression recognition. Yu et al. [28] proposed a DCNN FER

framework to fused three state-of-the-art face detectors, which achieved satisfactory performance

on the SFEW 2.0 dataset.

The adequate training of DCNN needs large amount of training samples, but the sample

amount is inadequate in real FER task. For facial expression recognition task, the sample amount

of public database is deficient, it tends to lead overfitting phenomenon. To tackle the data deficient

problem for such a small database task, the utilization of transfer learning strategy before the

training of the target domain maybe a good solution. Zhang et al. [29] used two transfer learning

method, multi-kernel learning and multi-task learning, to further learn the facial expression feature

characteristic. Chen et al. [30] transferred the information of face recognition to FER task, which

achieved some extend improvement of facial expression recognition. Besides, there are also some

researchers utilized transfer learning method in FER task [31-32].

With the development of social media, massive facial expression images are available from

Website. Due to the noise label problem of Website images, however, the facial expression images

could not be directly used for the training of deep convolutional neural network. For this thorny

issue, Yu et al. [33] proposed SVM based active learning method to select the fine quality facial

expression images of Website, which without a suitable evaluation criterion to measure the

worthiness of Website images. Sukhbaatar et al. [34] introduced a noisy label layer into the deep

convolutional neural network, which could help the network to learn the distribution of noisy

samples.

3 Proposed Approach

In this paper, the various parts of the work will be introduced. Firstly, an effective

convolution neural network using a double activation function and Softmax-MSE loss function is

used for facial expression recognition task. Moreover, a two-stage transfer learning method was

utilized to alleviate the overfitting phenomenon, which transfer the pre-trained information of

large-scale face recognition database CASIA-WebFace to FER task. Finally, a weakly supervised
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active incremental learning method was adopted for select the most valuable samples of UFEDW

database, then added these valuable samples iteratively to active incremental the training of the

proposed net for FER task. The whole proposed approach of this paper is shown in Fig.1.
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Fig.1 The whole scheme of this paper

3.1 Proposed Network Architecture

The proposed convolution neural network architecture, as shown in Fig.2, including five

convolution layers, two fully connection layers, a double activation function and a Softmax-MSE

loss layer. The specific parameter setting is shown in Table 1. In Fig.2, “Conv” presents

convolution layer, “MFM” presents Max Feature Map (MFM) layer, “Pool” presents Pooling

layer, “IP1” and “IP2” are fully connection layers and “Last Conv” means the last convolution

layer in the proposed net. The first convolution layer’s kernel is 5, and output 96 feature maps for

the next layer. Then, a MFM layer was used to processed these feature maps, which introduce the

non-linear factors to the network. In addition, a double activation layer is added before the fully

connection layer, and the complementary advantages of Maxout and ReLU active function were

utilized to speed up the proposed net converge to the global optimal solution. Finally, the fully
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connection layer is connected to the Softmax classifier and Softmax-MSE loss layer, which was

used to avoid the over-fitting in the model training process.

Max ReLU

Conv1
Conv2

Conv3 Conv4
Conv5Input Image

Softmax-MSE loss

Softmax

Double Activation Layer

IP1

Maxout
IP2

Loss

Classifier

Fig.2 The architecture of the proposed net

Table 1 The parameter setting of the proposed net

Layer Parameters

Input 144×144

Conv1 96, 5×5

Conv2 192, 3×3

Conv3 384, 3×3

Conv4 384, 3×3

Conv5 256, 3×3

IP1 512

IP2 7

Loss Softmax-MSE

3.1.1 Double Activation Layer

The activation layer is an indispensable part of CNN, which could introduce the nonlinear

mapping and improve the nonlinear fitting ability of the model. Traditional activation functions,

such as Sigmoid and Tanh, are widely used cause of their strong nonlinear transformation ability.

However, this type activation functions are also resented by researches for their vulnerability to

vanishing gradient, which lead the training down.

ReLU is a piecewise rectified linear activation function, which output the input directly if is

positive, otherwise, it will output zero. This simple and crude manner of forcing some data to be

zero has been proved by practice that the network after training is moderately sparse. Due to the

sparse characteristic, the ReLU activation function could speed up the converge of SGD than

Sigmoid and Tanh, and then it replaces the traditional activation function.

Maxout activation function [35] divided the input maps into two parts, the counterpart’s

neurons of these two parts will be compared, then the max part will be preserved. Maxout
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activation function could fitting into any convex function, and reduce the gradient decline in the

process of network’s training. Hence, the Maxout activation function could speed up the network

convergence to a global solution.

From the above analysis, to make full use of their advantages, this paper presents a novel

double activation layer (DAL), which could speed up the proposed net to converge to its global

optimal solution. The architecture of DAL is shown in Fig.3.

Specifically, the output feature maps of the “Last Conv” layer was divided into two groups,

through the Maxout architecture, the max counterparts were remained. Then, the max counterparts

were pumped into the ReLU architecture.

Assuming that input of Maxout layer is X , and X is divided into parts
1
X and

2
X ,

then the output of Maxout is

1 2max( , )Y X X (1)

Supposing that the input of ReLU layer is X, then the output of ReLU layer is

max(0, )Y X (2)

After the Maxout function, the output of the ReLU layer is connected to IP2 layer. The IP2

layer, which has denoted by “7”, is used as the input of the Softmax-MSE loss function.

Last Conv

IP1

Max ReLU

X1

X2

Double Activation Layer

Maxout

X

Fig.3 Architecture of double activation layer

3.1.2 Softmax-MSE Loss Function

There are mainly two issues transferring the face recognition net into the facial expression

net. The first one is that the facial expression net may contain redundant information which is

helpful for face recognition because of the big quantitative difference between face and facial

expression database. The second problem is that the fine-tuned face recognition network is so

huge for FER task that the over-fitting problem can not be solved appropriately.
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To overcome the above problems, Softmax-MSE loss function is proposed. Different from

the non-cost-sensitive loss function Softmax, Softmax-MSE is cost-sensitive which takes

classification error into consideration. Experimental results indicate that Softmax loss function

would achieve better performance in some tasks such as face recognition which do not care the

correlations between the prediction. For cost-sensitive function like Euclidean loss function would

achieve better regressive performance on tasks that require high correlation of prediction. The

Softmax-MSE loss function adopted in this paper, combines the advantages of this two-loss

function and complements each other. The detail of Softmax-MSE loss function as follows.

For m category recognition task, the input of Softmax layer is }{
110 

m
xxxX ,,,  . The

calculation of Softmax loss function is
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The Softmax-MSE loss value of the nth image is
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where
j
y is the ground truth label of thj image,

j
ŷ is the prediction label of thj image. In

order to maintain the advantage of Softmax loss function, the gradient of Softmax loss function

was used in Softmax-MSE layer is

1,      

,           

i jj

i ji

p i yL

p i yx

     
(6)

3.2 Two-Stage Transfer Learning

Due to the lack of labeled facial expression samples, the performance of proposed net was

restricted. Transfer learning is a method, utilizing the information of other cross-filed task to

enhance the training of the target task. Due to transfer more relative information for the network’s

training, the recognition performance of target task achieves some extent improvement. For small
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sample task, transfer learning could alleviate the dependency of deep convolution network on

labeled data amount. Different from the traditional machine learning method, which focuses on

training different model for different tasks, transfer learning method focuses on transfer the

Knowledge

Learning system

Source task Source task Source task Target task

Learning systemLearning system

Learning system

(a) Traditional Machine Learning (b) Transfer Learning

Fig.4 Traditional machine learning process and transfer learning process

knowledge of source domain to target domain in a common model. The difference between

traditional machine learning method and transfer learning method is illustrated in Fig.4.

Transfer learning [36] could be divided into three types, inductive transfer learning,

transductive transfer learning and unsupervised transfer learning. The transfer learning method

that has the same source and target domain and irrelevant source and target task is classified as an

inductive transfer learning method. The transfer learning method that shares the same domain but

differs in source and target task is defined as transductive transfer learning. The transfer learning

method that differs in source and target domain as well as in source task and target task is defined

as unsupervised transfer learning. In this paper, an inductive transfer method, two-stage transfer

learning, was utilized to transfer the relative information of face recognition to FER task, to

alleviate the dependence of deep convolution network on data volume.

A. Definition of Transfer Learning

Given a source domain DS and a target domain DT, which corresponding to learning task TS

and Tr. The purpose of transfer learning is to improve the learning ability of target prediction

function f(T(.)) in DT using the knowledge of DS and TS, where DS≠DT, or Ts≠TT.

More specific, for facial expression recognition task, the source domain is defined as D={F,

P(X)}, where F={f1, f2, ..., fn} is a feature space with n dimensions, fi is a feature, X={x1, x2, ..., xn}
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is facial expression database, and P(X) is marginal probability distribution of X. For a domain that

is thought to be different, the feature spaces or marginal probability distribution is different. The

task domain is defined as T={y, P(y|X)}, where y is the label space and P(y|X) is the classification

model.

B. Two-stage Transfer Learning

In this paper, the source task is face recognition, the target task is facial expression

recognition. Since face recognition and facial expression recognition tasks have different marginal

probability distribution and the same feature space, the proposed net’s performance could be

improved by transfer learning. Specifically, in this paper, we pre-trained the proposed net for face

recognition task by CASIA-WebFace database at first. Then the concrete implementation process

of two-stage transfer learning is as follows.

Stage 1: Firstly, after transfer the parameter of proposed net, few bottom convolution layers

were frozen and the parameter update was closed, only the layers below it update the parameter.

Then, the proposed net starts training on the facial expression database until the network

converges to the optimum. In the end, the optimal model will used for Stage 2. In Stage 1, the

related information of face recognition is transferred to the facial expression recognition task,

which improve the target task performance.

Stage 2: In this Stage, the convolution layers frozen in the Stage 1 were unfrozen, and the

whole network will be re-trained based on the current optimal model. A smaller learning rate than

Stage 1 was adopted for the training of Stage 2. This Stage could fine-tune the whole network

parameters slightly, to make the model more suitable for the facial expression recognition task.

Experimental results show that the two-stage transfer learning method alleviate the overfitting

phenomenon and improve the performance of facial expression recognition in some extent.

The diagram of two-stage transfer learning is shown in Fig.5. As shown in Fig.5(a), we freeze the

parameter update of the few bottom convolution layers. Specifically, the parameter learning rate

“lr_mult” of these frozen layers is set to 0. The other layers set parameter learning rate as 1, which

will update the information in the Stage 1. In Stage 2, all the parameters update was unfrozen, and

the overall re-training was carried out in proposed net. Two-stage transfer learning could make

better use of the information which transferred from the face recognition task, and the re-trained

proposed net could make the model more suitable for facial expression recognition task.
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Fig.5 Two-stage transfer learning

3.3 Weakly Supervised Active Incremental Learning

Supervised learning is an effective and intuitive way of training the CNN, but requires the

annotation of every sample in the training database. To reduce the dependency of the labeled data,

deep learning models can work under weakly supervised schemes. Active incremental learning

method, which is a subclass of weakly supervised learning method, uses data samples that may

contain annotation noise. Through an expert iteratively annotates data, active incremental learning

method could maximize network performance with minimum the cost of labeling data.

To make full use of website images, in this paper, a UFEDW database was built. However,

the images of UFEDW database are very diverse and different, some images either contain

mismatched labels or even contains no realistic human face in the images. It is not realistic to

carry out manual label correction and filtering the whole images of UFEDW database directly,

cause the time and labour cost increased greatly. To minimizing the cost of manual label

correction and filtering, in this section, we adopted weakly supervised active incremental learning

method to selected the most valuable samples from the UFEDW database iteratively and stepped

improve the training of the proposed net. The diagram of weakly supervised active incremental

learning algorithm is shown in Alg.1. Among them, Z presents the newly selected candidates, H

presents the misclassified candidates. Assuming the prediction of patch j

i
x by the current CNN is

j

i
p , the histogram of candidate Ci is

j

ii
pP  , j∈[1, m].
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In weakly supervised active incremental learning, the key is to develop a criterion for

determining the “worthy” of a candidate for annotation. Due to fact that, all patches from the same

candidate shares the same label, are naturally expected to have similar predictions by the current

optimal model. To evaluate the consistency of multiple patches in one candidate, those patches

entropy and diversity were calculated. If the ground truth label of these patches is same as the

current optimal model’s prediction label, annotated this candidate is worthless cause it will have

no lead performance improvement.

In this paper, a criterion that combines entropy and diversity was utilized to calculate the

“worthiness” of the UFEDW database image. Entropy measures the certainty of the facial

expression recognition, images with higher entropy denotes a higher degree of information.

Diversity measures the predictive consistency among patches within image. Mathematically, we

present the calculation of entropy and diversity as follows.

Suppose that U = {C1, C2, …, Cn}, where Ci is candidate image in UFEDW database. For

each candidate, Ci = {xi1, xi2, …, xij}, where xij is one patch of the image which is divided into j

patches. The entropy of each candidate image Ci is defined as

| |
, ,

1 1

1
log

m
j k j k

i i i
k j

e p p
m



 

   (7)

where | | presents the prediction label of this candidate image, and pij,k is the recognition

probability of one image.

The diversity of each candidate image Ci is defined as

,| |
, ,

,
1 1

( ) log
j km m

j k l k i
i i i l k

k j l j i

p
d p p

p



  

  (8)

Then, the “worthiness” of each candidate Ci is defined as

1 2i i iW e d   (9)

where 1 and 2 are the trade-off between entropy and diversity. During experiments on the

UFEDW database, 1 and 2 were set as 1 and 0.5, respectively.

For example, an image is shown as Fig.6(a), the original image was cropped into 9 patches which

is shown as Fig.6(b). The predicted confidence of each patches is shown in Fig.5(c), it’s obvious

that not all the patches are informative. To enhance the robustness and reduce the computation of
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our method, we descending the patches confidence, and the top α% patches were used to calculate

the “worthiness”.

Alg.1: Weakly supervised active incremental learning method

Input:

}{
i
CU  , ]1[ n,i {U presents UFEDW database, which contains n candidates}

}{ j

ii
xC  , ]1[ m,j {m presents the patch number of

i
C }

0
M presents the optimal model after two-stage transfer learning;  presents the

selection ratio of patches; b presents batch size;  presents the category of facial

expression recognition.

Output:

L presents labeled candidates;
T

M presents the fine-tuned model at round T

L ； 1T

repeat

for each UC
i
 do

)(
1 iTi
CMP  {outputs of

1TM given
i
Cx }

i

'

i
CC  descending order according to the predicted dominant class

 y

iy
Pmaxargŷ 



i
C top %100 of the patches of the sorted list '

i
C

Compute
i

W for 

i
C (Eq. 9)

end

Sort U according to W in descending order

Compute sampling probability sW using sorted list 'W (Eq.11 and Eq.12)

Associate labels for b candidates with sampling probabilities: )( b,WQZ s

)(
1-
LMP

T
 {outputs of

1TM given Lx }

Select misclassified candidates from L based on their annotation : )( L,PJH 

fine-tune 1TM with ZH  : )(
1

TT
M,HFM
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ZLL  ; Z\UU  ; 1TT
until classification performance is satisfied.

0.1 0.1 0.1

0.9 0.9 0.9

0.9 0.9 0.9

(a) The original image (b) The cropped image patches of the 
original image

(c) The predictive value of image patches 
generated by model

Fig.6 The example of image’s patches

Then the dominant category ŷ of this candidate Ci is calculated ,which is defined as the

category with the highest confidence in the mean prediction on the current model, that is




 y

i
y

Pmaxargŷ


(10)

where y

i
P is the confidence output of label y. After sorting

i
P according to ŷ , Eq.9 was used to

calculate the “worthiness” of top α% patches.

Inspired by Zhou [37], the random selection may superior active incremental learning at the

beginning, because the active incremental learning depends on the current optimal model to select

samples for annotation. As a result, the poor selection degrades the performance of subsequent

selections. Hence, in this paper, inject the random selection into active incremental learning.

Specifically, we inject randomization in our method by selecting actively according to its

sampling probability s

i
W . The calculation is shown as below.

]1[)()(
1

wb,i,WW/WWW '

wb

''

wb

'

i

'

i
 (11)

]1[ wb,i,W/WW
i

'

i

'

i

s

i
  (12)

where '

i
W is descending sorted

i
W , w presents random extension. Assuming the b number

of candidates are required for annotation. Instead of selecting top b candidates, we extend

candidates selection pool to bw , and sample the candidates from s

i
W .
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4 Facial Expression Database

Currently, the open-source Facial Expression Database is small scale relatively, the DCNN

can not training sufficiently. With the rapid development of smart devices, it’s easier to share and

spread their daily photos on the Internet. This huge photo pool could give the abundant facial

expression images to further improve the training of the proposed net. To make better use of facial

expression images in Internet, we adopted four search engines to downloaded the counterpart

images though the facial expression tags. After pre-processing these images, the UFEDW database

was constructed.

4.1 Database Construction

Specifically, we used Google, Baidu, Bing and Yahoo as the image search engine. Through

the searching tags, “Angry”, “Disgust”, “Fear”, “Happy”, “Sad”, “Surprise” and “Neutral”, the

web crawler downloaded the counterpart images. After the image crawling, 51387 images were

downloaded from the website.

Then, the Viola Jones [38] face detector was applied here for image cropping and automatic

database cleaning. After detecting the five facial landmarks by the face detector, only 32,713

images remained. These images ware cropped and aligned into a fixed size of 144×144 gray

images, then the UFEDW database is built. The pre-processing diagram of the UFEDW database

is shown in Fig.7.

Face cropping

Fig. 7 The pre-processing diagram of UFEDW database

4.2 Sample Images and Data Distribution

The samples of UFEDW are from the Internet, the diversity of collection equipment leads to

the varies of image quality, including a wide range of changes in the face image, such as age,

expression, angle, illumination, and etc. For better presentation of the UFEDW database, some

samples of database are shown in Fig.8. As can be seen obviously from the Fig.8, the data in the

UFEDW database are very diverse and different. Besides this, the UFEDW faces the noise label
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problem, and these noisy images either contain mismatched labels or even contains no realistic

human face in the images. The noise label problem will restrict the use of the UFEDW database

for the training of the proposed net. However, it is not realistic to carry out manual label

correction and filtering the 32,713 images directly, cause the time and labour cost increased

greatly. Besides that, it is not necessary to correction all the images of UFEDW, the most valuable

images of it could assist the proposed net obtain the optimal resolution. In this paper, a weakly

supervised active incremental learning was utilized to select the most valuable samples of

UFEDW database iteratively, through the minimal samples achieve the maximize performance

improvement. In addition, the distribution of the 7-class images in UFEDW, FER 2013 and SFEW

2.0 database are shown in Fig.9.

Angry

Disgust

Fear

Happy

Sad

Surprise

Neutral

Fig. 8 Examples of W-FED database
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Fig. 9 Data distribution of UFEDW, FER 2013 and SFEW 2.0 database

4. Experiments and Analysis

In this paper, the experimental were conducted in three databases, SFEW2.0, FER2013 and

W-FED, which specific information is shown in Table 2. Among them, SFEW2.0 is an enhanced

version of SFEW database. The SFEW has only contains 958 training data, the data volume is

insufficient for the training of deep convolutional network. Therefore, the data enhancement is

realized by adding random noise to the three-channel gray image, respectively. At the same time,

the sample of SFEW database which could not detect the face were removed automatically.

Table 2. Specific information of SFEW2.0, FER2013 and W-FED database

Database Angry Disgust Fear Happy Neural Sad Surprise

SFEW2.0 356 80 327 773 580 593 385

FER2013 3995 436 4097 7215 4965 4830 3171

W-FED 1673 2146 5793 4973 1277 1277 15574

4.1. Experiments on two-stage transfer learning

To explore the effective of the two-stage transfer learning method, the experiments on the

SFEW2.0 and FER2013 database were performed in this section. In the meantime, to specific

observe the performance improvement of the facial expression recognition by the two-stage

transfer learning method, we performed transferring parameters on all convolution layers of the

DAL-Net separately. Table 3 and Table 4 shows the specific results of transfer the different

convolution layers of DAL-Net in two stage on SFEW2.0 and FER2013, respectively. Among
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them, the frozen layers set 3 means bottom layers to the third convolution layers were frozen in

Stage 1, and all layers in DAL-Net were unfrozen in Stage 2. In particular, the frozen layers set 0

means all the parameter of face recognition task were transferred into DAL-Net for facial

expression recognition.

Table 3. Recognition accuracy of two-stage transfer learning on FER2013 database

Experiment Number Frozen layers Stage 1 accuracy Stage 2 accuracy

1 0 61.50% 64.70%

2 1 62.28% 64.45%

3 2 62.44% 64.76%

4 3 62.30% 65.04%

5 4 60.74% 63.76%

6 5 58.54% 63.87%

Table 4. Recognition accuracy of two-stage transfer learning on SFEW2.0 database

Experiment Number Frozen layers Stage 1 accuracy Stage 2 accuracy

1 0 46.49% 46.67%

2 1 46.25% 46.01%

3 2 44.35% 44.17%

4 3 44.52% 44.94%

5 4 47.68% 48.21%

6 5 46.01% 47.26%

In Table 3, for FER2013 database, the overall accuracy in training Stage 2 are higher than

Stage 1. We can see from experiment 1 to experiment 6 that overall accuracy increases and then

decreases gradually, while the model in experiment 3 and the model in experiment 4 could achieve

roughly the same performance in training Stage 1. While in the training Stage 2, the model in

experiment 4 achieved the highest performance.

In Table 4, for SFEW2.0 database, the overall accuracy in the training Stage 2 are also higher

than Stage 1. The model in experiment 5 achieved the highest performance during the Stage 2.

With the further increase number of frozen layers, the performance of DAL-Net degrades. These

two experiments show that, comparing conducted the transfer learning in a total when frozen

layers set to 0, the transfer learning divided into two stage could achieve better performance

improvement, validated the effectiveness of two-stages transfer learning. Furthermore, for two

stage transfer learning, the confusion matrix of DAL-Net on FER2013 and SFEW2.0 were shown

in Table 5-8, to show the facial expression recognition effect more clearly.
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Table.5 Confusion matrix of DAL-Net on FER2013 database in training Stage 1

Angry Disgust Fear Happy Neutral Sad Surprise

Angry 0.55 0.00 0.07 0.06 0.12 0.18 0.02

Disgust 0.52 0.09 0.13 0.04 0.05 0.18 0.00

Fear 0.13 0.00 0.29 0.06 0.12 0.28 0.12

Happy 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.86 0.06 0.03 0.03

Neutral 0.06 0.00 0.03 0.10 0.61 0.19 0.01

Sad 0.10 0.00 0.07 0.05 0.20 0.56 0.01

Surprise 0.02 0.00 0.08 0.06 0.03 0.02 0.78

Table.6 Confusion matrix of DAL-Net on FER2013 database in training Stage 2

Angry Disgust Fear Happy Neutral Sad Surprise

Angry 0.58 0.00 0.07 0.06 0.10 0.17 0.02

Disgust 0.46 0.25 0.13 0.04 0.07 0.05 0.00

Fear 0.14 0.00 0.34 0.03 0.13 0.26 0.10

Happy 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.85 0.07 0.02 0.03

Neutral 0.05 0.00 0.03 0.08 0.67 0.16 0.01

Sad 0.11 0.00 0.08 0.04 0.19 0.57 0.01

Surprise 0.02 0.00 0.07 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.81

Table.7 Confusion matrix of DAL-Net on SFEW2.0 database in training Stage 1

Angry Disgust Fear Happy Neutral Sad Surprise

Angry 0.36 0.04 0.00 0.09 0.23 0.06 0.21

Disgust 0.05 0.10 0.00 0.20 0.42 0.14 0.10

Fear 0.09 0.02 0.09 0.16 0.27 0.13 0.24

Happy 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.84 0.10 0.03 0.01

Neutral 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.09 0.63 0.10 0.12

Sad 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.13 0.13 0.56 0.08

Surprise 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.12 0.36 0.14 0.25

Table.8 Confusion matrix of DAL-Net on SFEW2.0 database in training Stage 2

Angry Disgust Fear Happy Neutral Sad Surprise

Angry 0.39 0.08 0.00 0.12 0.17 0.04 0.20

Disgust 0.05 0.10 0.00 0.21 0.39 0.16 0.10

Fear 0.17 0.02 0.08 0.18 0.26 0.11 0.19

Happy 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.85 0.06 0.05 0.00

Neutral 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.11 0.64 0.09 0.11

Sad 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.13 0.16 0.56 0.08

Surprise 0.03 0.05 0.04 0.12 0.38 0.14 0.24
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4.2. Experiments on DAL-Net architecture

To validate the effectiveness of DAL and Softmax-MSE structure, comparative experiments

with or without these architectures were conducted. The recognition results are shown in Table 9.

From Table 9, in FER2013 database, after utilizing the DAL and Softmax-MSE structure, the

network’s overall recognition accuracy improved 1.7% to 1.95%. For SFEW2.0 database, utilizing

the DAL and Softmax-MSE structure could achieve 0.83% to 2.56%, which validate the effect of

DAL-Net architecture.

Table.9 Recognition accuracy of the DAL-Net with or without DAL and Softmax-MSE

Database Network Stage1 Stage2

FER2013
DAL-Net (without DAL and Softmax-MSE) 60.35% 63.34%

DAL-Net 62.30% 65.04%

SFEW2.0
DAL-Net (without DAL and Softmax-MSE) 45.12% 47.38%

DAL-Net 47.68% 48.21%

4.3. Experiments on active incremental learning

In order to verify the validation of active incremental learning method, the specific

experimental results on FER2013 and SFEW2.0 database were recorded in Table 10. Based on the

current optimal pre-trained model of two-stage learning, α% images of W-FED database, which

are most worthy for improve the network’s performance, were selected. In experiment, we

selected the top 2000 worthy images from W-FED database in each round, and correct their labels.

Then, these samples were utilized for fine-tuning the current optimal DAL-Net model to further

increase network’s training. Only after two rounds, the performance of DAL-Net reached the

optimal result. The active incremental learning could not only reduce the cost of annotated the

noise sample, but also optimize the network’s recognition performance progressively.

Table.10 Experiment results of DAL-Net using active incremental learning method

Database Active incremental learning Stage1 Stage2

FER2013

Original 65.01% 65.49%

Round 1 66.13% 66.57%

Round 2 67.02% 67.08%

SFEW2.0

Original 48.15% 48.15%

Round 1 51.25% 52.02%

Round 2 51.90% 51.90%
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In Table 10, Original presents the situation, which the optimal DAL-Net model only utilized

the two-stage learning method. It is obviously that, after the active incremental learning, the

overall accuracy in both Stages have been boosted than original. This phenomenon shows that, the

small number but the worthiest samples could further improve the recognition performance of

DAL-Net. To solve the noise label problem of website images, instead of all the images on

W-FED database were used for the training of DAL-Net, only the most valuable samples were

selected. This strategy could not only save the computation time but also the labour to annotated

the facial expression images.

4.4. Performance comparison with other methods

In order to verify the effectiveness of the whole scheme proposed in this paper, performance

comparison experiment with other methods was conducted on the FER2013 and SFEW2.0

database. The recognition accuracy is shown in the Table 11.

Table 11. Performance comparison with other methods

Database Methods Recognition Accuracy

SFEW2.0

Inception [39] 47.70%

Mapped LBP [40] 41.92%

VGG 39.55%

VGG with transfer learning 41.23%

DAL-Net (ours) 48.21%

DAL-Net+active incremental learning(ours) 51.90%

FER2013

Transfer Learning [41] 48.50%

CNN [28] 57.10%

DAL-Net (ours) 65.04%

DAL-Net+active incremental learning(ours) 67.08%

As can be seen in Table 11, the whole scheme proposed in this paper could achieve better

performance than other traditional methods. Besides that, comparing with other deep learning

methods, the proposed scheme could achieve the state-of-the-art performance.

5. Conclusion

Facial expression recognition in the wild is a challenge task, due to the various factors

degrades it’s performance. In this paper, we present a novel scheme for facial expression

recognition task to improve its real time performance. Firstly, a DAL-Net, which contains the

double activation layer and Softmax-MSE loss function, is proposed to learn the robust and
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discriminative deep features from the data. Then, a two-stage transfer learning method was

utilized for alleviate the overfitting phenomenon, which caused by the insufficient amount of

training data. To make full use of the website images, a W-FED database was established. Finally,

to solve the noise label problem of W-FED database, an active incremental learning method was

used to select the worthiest mislabeled samples to further improve the training of DAL-Net.

Experimental results on two public facial expression databases, FER2013 and SFEW2.0, shows

the advantages of the proposed scheme.
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